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Sometimes we don’t even notice as we are 
meditatively watching the playful splendent 
water surface. The time is standing still and due 
to our eyesight, our thoughts are contemplatively 
getting farther and farther. This unconscious 
relaxation is pampering the human psyche and 
it is indispensable for the recreation. The model 
of “thalia” can offer you this almost hypnotic 
peacefulness at home.

The basic concept of “thalia” was to create a 
product which can provide for a complex relaxation. 
We have developed a unique pool that brings pure 
spa experience to the family and friends in all four 
seasons.

new innovative  
home recreation

Even the stars can only 
have a reflection on a 
still water surface. 
 
 (Chinese quote)
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The specialty of “thalia” is that it has all the functions of 
a spa, but its main architectural and physical attributes 
make it a small swimming pool. Traditional spas are 
sanitary products, they are acrylic bathtubs produced by 
vacuum technology, so their poor aesthetics are hard to 
integrate in a nice garden.

The characteristic shape of “thalia” allows for a perfect 
integration with the formal requirements of contemporary 
architecture, and the wide range of available colours 
supports the harmony with the most popular flooring 
materials used on terraces and in gardens. The shell 
of “thalia” was basically designed for underground 
installation but on request, it has another configuration for 
above ground operation as well. 

multifunctional pool  
with easy installation  
and maintenance
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how it works? 
Our model “thalia” can be equipped with many water features. 
Water treatment and heating is part of the basic edition.  Water 
treatment is provided by an easy-to-operate cartridge filter, 
whilst heating is guaranteed by an electric heating cartridge 
running on 2kW/240V. As an option hydro-massage jets and 
water-air turbo jets are available to be built in the wall structure. 
The main attraction of the model “thalia” is the air flow system 
which turns this relax pool into a real bubbly spa. You cannot 
miss an underwater lighting from the atmosphere of a true 
evening spa party, so “thalia” is equipped with white or RGB LED 
lighting as well. Operation of all water features of the model 
“thalia” is easy-peasy with the control panel which is also built-in 
the wall structure. 

filtration skimmer 

group of turbo jets 

air jets 

stairs and sitting benches 

integrated control panel 

pool lighting 

suction side 
of waterflow 

pressure side of airflow steel beam with lifting loops

pressure side  
of airflow 

pressure side of 
waterflow

adjustable  
supporting rods 
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how it works? 

on the trail of volcanic stones. 

3D Onyx grey
Gelcoat surface mixed with 
a middle grey background 
and white, grey and black 
coloured chips and glitters. 

3D Obsidian grey
Type of gel produced with 
a dark grey background 
similar to the Chinese 
impala granite with dark 
grey chips inclusions. A 
perfect combination with 
anthracite metal surfaces.

3D Antimony grey 
Gelcoat combined with 
multicoloured chips and 
glitters that looks similar 
to the Indian imperial 
white marble.

3D Marbre white
Magical surface with 
the combination of 
transparent gelcoat and 
stone like chips and 
glitters. 

We have designed the sight of the pool colours to match the 
pattern and colour range of natural stones. Our surfaces are well 
harmonising with the popular floor colours used by temporary 
architecture.   

thalia sq

colour  
3D antimony grey  
sizes   
L: 2300 mm (inside) , W: 2100 mm (inside), D: 800 mm
features  
stairs with bench and water and air jets
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thalia sq
The model “thalia sq” is a square-shaped 
member of our “relax pool-line”, featuring a 
harmonic combination of stairs and sitting 
benches. These wide stairs have been 
designed in a way that they serve both 
comfortable sitting and entrance to the pool. 
You will find different stone-like, lighter, and 
darker grey coloured versions to fit the built 
environment and the colour of the flooring. 

A small pool and a big heart in it. 
Optimal size, economic operation. 

L:  230 cm (inside)  
W: 210 cm  (inside)  
D: 80 cm
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The model “thalia” is delivered to the site fully 
assembled, tubed, and pressure tested. Delivery is 
possible on pallets for moving it easily with a forklift 
or a crane, but the fully assembled pool can also 
be moved by 5-6 person with hands. 

plug&pool
Installation within hours. 

thalia sq

colour  
3D antimony grey  
sizes   
L: 2300 mm (inside) 
 W: 2100 mm (inside)
 D: 800 mm
features  
stairs with bench 
and water and air jets
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On the site of installation only the tubing junction of a 
two-speed pump and the connection of the electric 
control panel shall take place. Installation needs 
earth-moist concrete or a gravel layer. 

plug&pool
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The wall structure is manufactured with 
a multiple osmosis protection which 
provides for a long life and satisfaction of 
high-quality expectations.

You get 4 different 3D stone-like colours as 
basic which come with a multilayer gelcoat 
for a sleek integration with the prevailing 
architectural trends.
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thalia sq

colour 3D marbre white 
sizes  L: 2300 mm (inside) , W: 2100 mm (inside), D: 800 mm
features stairs with bench and water and air jets
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Specifications of thalia at a glance 
Pool shell: 3D multicolour, stone-like gelcoat layer / Ceramicline fiberglass reinforced composite wall structure 
with ceramic core / Built-in steel reinforcement / Adjustable steel supporting rods under the stairs 

Mechanical parts:  Tubing built in in the wall and pressure tested / Automatically operated filter patron for 
filtration and circulating the water / Massage functions: Both hydro- and air-massage jets / Pool lighting 

Options: Electric pool heating / Automatic dosing system / Insulated covers
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The big brother in the relax pool family is 
the model “thalia evo” which comes with 
an elegant design, exquisite functionality 
that makes it an undiscovered source 
of garden pleasure. It provides for an 
unforgettable family time, and it serves 
as a central attraction for gathering with 
friends. 

thalia evo 
Classical concept and  
a rich culture of shapes. 

L: 370 cm (inside)  
W: 210 cm
D: 80 cm
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Nous nous réservons le droit des modifications techniques. Nous ne sommes pas responsables des erreurs typographiques. 

La copie partielle ou totale de ce document est interdite.

thalia evo

colour 3D marbre white
sizes L: 3700 mm (inside), W: 2100 mm (inside), D: 800 mm
features  stairs with bench and water and air jets
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Nous nous réservons le droit des modifications techniques. Nous ne sommes pas responsables des erreurs typographiques. 

La copie partielle ou totale de ce document est interdite.

Our relax pool-line “thalia” is especially meant 
for such built environments where you have 
limited space, but the customers would like 
to have some beautiful water surface. 
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Your partner:


